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Daryl L. Taylor, Fizzix Guy
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Bay County
Pre-assessment :

Bay County
Pre-assessment :

1.
2.
3.

Betty Boop
Bullwinkle J. Moose
Dudley DoRight

8.

Elmer Fudd

9.
10.

Foghorn Leghorn
Wile E. Coyote

4.

Booboo Bear

11.

Yosemite Sam

5.

QuickDraw McGraw

12.

Phineas J. Frog

6.
7.

Frodo Baggins!
George of the Jungle

13.
14.

Marvin Martian
Porky

Schedule:
PLEA!
• 8:00 - 8:20
– Work Hard…

• 8:20 – 11:10
– Nap & Cookies

• 11:10 – 3:00

PAEMST
https://www.ehr.nsf.gov/pres_awards/default.html

– Lunch

Activity #1
Little Red Fishy Things

• You just;
– Performed all 5 standard steps of the
ever-popular & overrated “Scientific
Method”
– Performed Cooperative Learning
– Drew a real conclusion
– Hopefully, were personally motivated to
do all the above.

Reading in
Science?

• & If you weren’t, you’re in the wrong room…
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DHMO;
The Silent
Killer

Are you sure what you’re reading is
what you’re reading?.
• Save the Pacific Tree Octopus
• Aluminum Radio Deflectors – As seen in
the movie Signs
• GenoChoice – Design your own baby!
• California’s Velcro Crop – In Danger!
• DreamTech – Whah???
• Welcome to the White House!
• Scratch & Sniff

BAD, BAD
Internet
Sites

Reading in Science, review.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dihydrogen Monoxide
Chrysler Ad
Internet Sites
Downey® Fabric Softener
η proof
Ti bike
Pink Floyd

Mistakes in
Science?

Activity #2

• Rainbow Formation

–Critique Teacher Demo

•Included in Scott Foresman’s
Wonders of Science text.

–Real Rainbow
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www.dramainnature.com

www.dramainnature.com

POP Quiz!
Cutnell’s Physics, Wiley 1998; pg 249 (Duh…)
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So, just what is “Subversive”
Teaching, anyway?
sub·ver·sive (səb-vûrʹsĭv, -zĭv) adjective
Intended or serving to subvert, especially intended to
overthrow or undermine an established government: “Sex

and creativity are often seen by dictators as subversive
activities” (Erica Jong).
noun

One who advocates or is regarded as advocating
subversion.
— sub·verʹsive·ly adverb
— sub·verʹsive·ness noun

– Excerpted from The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, Third Edition Copyright © 1992 by Houghton Mifflin
Company. Electronic version licensed from Lernout & Hauspie Speech
Products N.V., further reproduction and distribution restricted in
accordance with the Copyright Law of the United States. All rights
reserved.

So, just what is Teaching as a
“COVERT” Operation, anyway?
covert (adjective)
invisible: shadowy, dark, secret, covert,
mysterious, screened
The Original Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases
(Americanized Version) is licensed from Longman Group UK
Limited. Copyright © 1994 by Longman Group UK Limited. All
rights reserved.
**So, NEXT year, this workshop will be called “Teaching as a
Covert Operation”

So, just what is “Subversive”
Teaching, anyway?
sub·vert (səb-vûrtʹ) verb, transitive
sub·vert·ed, sub·vert·ing, sub·verts
To be in the act of subversion: “schemes to subvert
the liberties of a great community” (Alexander Hamilton).

1.
2.
3.

To attempt an unsolicited act; corrupt.
(Obsolete) To overthrow completely: “Economic

assistance . . . must subvert the existing . . . feudal or
tribal order” (Henry A. Kissinger). See synonyms at
overthrow.

Excerpted from The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, Third Edition Copyright © 1992 by Houghton Mifflin
Company. Electronic version licensed from Lernout & Hauspie Speech
Products N.V., further reproduction and distribution restricted in
accordance with the Copyright Law of the United States. All rights
reserved.

So, just what is “Subversive”
Teaching, anyway?

• Inquiry?
• Discovery?
• A Communist Plot?
• Based on a 1969 book, Teaching
as a Subversive Activity by
Postman & Weingartner
–GREAT text, but…

What do Kids DO in class?
• Mostly sit & listen
• Believe “Authorities”

– At least PRETEND to believe Authorities
during a test.

• Remember someone else’s
“facts”.

What don’t Kids DO in class?
• Make real observations

– If YOU tell them what to look at and when,
it’s not really an observation, is it?

• “Stop taking data after water boils for 2 minutes”.

• Formulate definitions

– Note the word “Formulate”.

• Perform intellectual operations that go
beyond repeating what someone else says
is right.

So, just what is “Subversive”
Teaching, anyway?
sub·vert (səb-vûrtʹ) verb, transitive
sub·vert·ed, sub·vert·ing, sub·verts
To be in the act of subversion: “schemes to subvert
the liberties of a great community” (Alexander Hamilton).

1.

2.
3.

To attempt an unsolicited act; corrupt.

(Obsolete) To overthrow completely: “Economic
assistance . . . must subvert the existing . . . feudal or
tribal order” (Henry A. Kissinger). See synonyms at
overthrow.

Excerpted from The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, Third Edition Copyright © 1992 by Houghton Mifflin
Company. Electronic version licensed from Lernout & Hauspie Speech
Products N.V., further reproduction and distribution restricted in
accordance with the Copyright Law of the United States. All rights
reserved.

Basis for “Subversion”
• Teacher & Text as RESOURCE
ONLY.
• Teach ONLY AFTER the student
has “learned” it.
• NO BIG WORDS…

–Marshall McCluhan : “…labels divert
attention from your point.”

Are all Workshops (and/or
created equally?

Workshop-ers…)

• Resounding, NO!
• “Let Me Learn” lady

– “Consider these facts…”
• Uncle Newton
• Big Al
• Carpet Question
• # US Patents?
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• For our fans who are at
keeping score at home …

–D. Kamen:
114
–T. Edison :

And now, for the infamous

“Carpet Problem”

Or, “How to alienate your
Administration with eight months
left till retirement…”

1,093

The Anderson’s are buying new
carpet for their living room. The
room measures 5 yards by 10
yards. The carpet costs $2 per
square foot. How much does it
cost to carpet the living room?

Hmmm….

“I appreicate your information.
The facts that I presented are
published
information. While it is true
that I did not check the sources
of the
biography on Einstein nor … the
reviewer of the
book as it appeared in the
Philadelphia Inquirer, (that is,
I simply
accepted what I read).”

Strange deductions by Postman
& Weingartner:
• “Have English teachers teach
Math, Math teachers History,
History teachers Science, Science
teachers Art…”

–Hmm…What do I know of Art
– Baroque is what you are when out
of Monet?

“When visiting his [Dean
Kamen’s] estate and walking
through the portion of
his home that is open to the
public, we were told by the
individual who
took us on the tour that
these are the “facts.””

Strange deductions by Postman
& Weingartner:
• “Dissolve all subjects,
courses, and course
requirements.”

–This “deprives teachers of the
excuses presently given for
their failures…”

Strange deductions by Postman
& Weingartner:
• “Declare a 5 year moratorium
on the use of all textbooks”
–Not a bad idea when
considering the # errors in
texts…
• http://www.psrconline.org/curriculum/hubisz.htm

Strange deductions by Postman
& Weingartner:
• “Prohibit teachers from asking
any questions they already
know the answer to.”
–Wow! I can do that now!
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Strange deductions by Postman
& Weingartner:
• “Require each teacher to
provide evidence that he or
she has had a loving
relationship with at least one
other human being.”
–WHAT?

So, What does this mean?
 Total reversal of the
conventional teaching method.
 Learning to “LEARN” instead of
“learning” “facts and trivia”.
 Student no longer needs to
study someone else’s reality.

Strange deductions by Postman
& Weingartner:
• “Require each teacher to undergo
a psychotherapy exam as part of
his/her annual in-service. Failures
are fired. Questionables are
removed from the classroom.”
–Well? There goes the entire Sci
Dept!

So, MY idea of

Teaching Science as a Subversive
Activity?

 Kids LEARN 1st by DISCOVERY and
association.
 Kids Cooperate And CONCLUDE!.
 To me, the most important word there is in Science
education…

 Kids then teach ME.
 Finally, I teach them.

Strange places
to get lesson
ideas!

The Cog
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Now?
Some boring
Science
Shtuff…

Activity #3

Activity #4

Coke vs Pub Draft Demo

Chem Demo

• Why?
• How?
• Apps?

•
•
•
•

– Density
– PVNERT
– CO2 dissolving curve
– fl. oz vs weight vs mass

Why?
How?
Apps?
Camaroon!
– New News!

• CO and CO2 Detectors!

Activity #5

•Quickies

–Dead Flies & Ants
–Free Terrarium
–Penicillin
–Cell Permeability
–Is Sammy Alive

Activity #5

• MORE Quickies
–Melting JELLO™
–Remove the “Moo” from
milk
–Vandy Graph Demos
–Exploding Blood
–Ag Cleaning – CHEAP!

Crossword Break

Activity #5

(No fair cheatin’!)
1

• More Quickies
–Environmental Mining
•& Core Sampling

–Intro to Earthquakes

•& Earthquake Mapping

–Bernoulli Bag
–Blood without needles
–Bar Napkins

Across

Down

1.

1.

1st letter of the alphabet.
(Also, “The Scarlet Letter”)

Part of “at”, not “t”.
(Also, best grade on a report card)
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Activity #6

•Stations Everybody!
–Mystery Corks
–Hovercraft
–Dropped Bagel
–Phonebook Friction
–Babooze Cans

Hollywood
Science?

Activity #6-A

•Stations Everybody!

–File Cabinet ‘B’
–Lentz’ Law
–True Mirror
–Color Perception
–Yummy ½ Life Activity
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Activity #7

•Genetics Testing

–Predict
–Test
–Report
–Compare to “Averages”

Activity #8

• Dioxide Glass

–Demo 1st
–Build / Construct
–Predict
–Test
–Report

Activity #9

• Refraction Thingees
–Invisible Test-tube
–Invisible Beaker
–Magic Test-tube!

Stupid People
and

Stupid
Animals?
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Activity #10

Sterling Post-assessment :
1.
2.

Men In Black – Will Smith
SnagglePuss

3.

Fractured Fairy Tales

4.

Jetsons

5.

Woody Woodpecker

6.
7.

Droopy Dawg
The Tick

PETA Disclaimer :

No small furry creatures were
harmed in the production of this
presentation.

Dude, he said ‘PETA!’
HA EH EH EH….
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